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Before the beginning there was nothing (no-thing), no matter, no physical substance, no objects, liquid, gas nor solid.

There was only a singular non-material existence, a pure and completely stable unified undifferentiated existence, possessing the ultimate of possibilities.

And among these possibilities was TIME itself.

The beginning was the simplest of understandings, the primordial conscience, the knowledge “I AM”.

And with the occurrence of that First Event TIME BEGAN.

And that first event was immediately followed by another, the occurrence of the first desire I WLL.

Instantaneously by way of the WILL came an unfathomable complex non-physical multidimensional expanse in which all nonmaterial, nonobjective principalities (the forces governing order, cause and effect) would come forth, exist and reside.

And by way of these balanced forces (the enabling extensions of the singular unified undifferentiated existence), the Will allowed for the presence of a space (beyond probability) in which material things of the most primordial physical objective nature could and would come into BEING and to exist: The Alpha Coagulum within the singular stream of consciousness.

With unity persisting, here all events in the physical and objective realm of the Omni-singular Existence would occur.

This place, the here and now, the realm of present is where the individual nature (for all present intent) resides.

For many, if not most, this (the universal aspect of us, our unified oneness, that which all things and beings are intrinsically linked) operates beyond the perceptions of our physical conscious precepts; and it is this one fact which stands as our only true dividing point, our inability to recognize our ONENESS and that ONENESS is;

Pure Unadulterated/Unconditional Love, that which BESTOWS.